
Scheduling Events at New or Brick & Mortar Locations 

 

Need a little guidance on scheduling your event at a new location?  We’re here to help! 

 

Public Spaces like a beach, park or trail are great places to hold Phoenix events.  These often require a 

permit.  The Phoenix is considered a “Commerical Guiding Organization”, so the first step is to do a quick 

Google search to check.  If the location is tied to the city, county or state, check those sites for 

reservation or permitting requirements.  Check in with your local Phoenix point of contact who can 

serve as a great resource.  Finally, on the day of your event, carry the permit with you or have written 

proof that a permit is not required.  

Private Spaces like a gym, room within a school/church/rec facility can serve as a sweet homebase for 

Phoenix events as long as all parties are aligned.  Have a place in mind?  Reach out to the owner, bring 

this handout with you (link to this PDF) and discuss the opportunity to hold Phoenix events at the 

private location.  Make it official by writing out explicit permission to hold your event in the space and 

agreements for what each party expects.  

Phoenix Brick & Mortar Gyms or Established Locations are options that require a bit of advanced 

planning with staff.  To schedule your event here, get in touch with your Phoenix staff point of contact a 

minimum of six weeks in advance.  If you are scheduling this on your own, make sure you have explicit 

permission to do so.  Keep in mind that cancellations are your responsibility to communicate and find 

coverage.  Consider partnering with additional volunteers to share the responsibility and increase the 

impact of your events.  We are always stronger together. 

 

PRO TIPS, LEAD TIME & CANCELLATION:  

• Scout event locations in advance and only host your event at location you have 

permissions for. 

• Use the ‘Special Instructions’ field to provide additional instructions on the meetup spot 

or give team members a heads up- Eg “It will be cold on the beach during yoga, bring a 

light jacket!”  

• Consider event location and time. Events that are difficult to access by public 

transportation, have limited access to convenient parking, or coincide with rush hour 

may have lower turnout. 

• Prioritize consistency. After experimenting with the best time and location, hold events 

at the same time and place regularly. Consistency is crucial in building up events.  

• Gauge if there are multiple Phoenix events happening at the same time. Consider 

avoiding having events at the same time as other volunteers. 

 

EVENT CREATION: 

https://the-source--simpplr.visualforce.com/apex/simpplr__FileDetail?fileId=017Z5TY3XASZQOCPH7NZCLULA4A6FBVBZZ&rootDirectory=b!fjRpe5zhzEm9sEUd2g6Ox-PlJ441qyxJh_mqYA2RGSSdXq5H1JMaRLItORWj-PVb&provider=sharepoint&permission=readwrite&siteId=a144x000000q96mAAA


Create your events for the month in one batch at the end of the month. For example, if you 

plan on leading weekly events in June, consider creating all of your June classes at the end of 

May. This allows your event to be available on the Phoenix website for a longer period of time 

and allows team members to sign up. 

 

EVENT CANCELLATION: 

Inform staff and team members of any event cancellations ideally a week in advance.  Be 

proactive by teaming up with other volunteers for your event who can support or substitute for 

you.  For cancellations, notify staff, email team members who have signed up and remove the 

event from the schedule.  Check with Phoenix staff for program or location-specific cancellation 

best practices and policies. Connect with fellow volunteers in The Phoenix App to build a squad 

of supporters and promoters who can share the responsibilities of your fabulous events. 

 

 

 

 

  


